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About Us 
We are excited to celebrate our twenty third year in business!  Since our inception in 1995, The Learning Journey has been designing, 
manufacturing and distributing an exclusive line of award-winning children’s interactive educational products.  The Learning Journey has 
continually focused on creating products that offer consumers excellent value and offer children valuable educational content to help build 
confidence, developing the skills they need to prepare for school and beyond.

During our twenty three year history, The Learning Journey has expanded its presence in markets 
all over the world. Products are produced in multiple languages with distribution both here and 
abroad.  In addition, The Learning Journey also develops many privately-branded OEM products for 
well known companies around the globe.

All of The Learning Journey’s products are regularly safety tested to meet or exceed compliance 
with domestic and international toy safety regulations, including but not limited to ASTM F963,
the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA), and EN 71. These tests help ensure that 
The Learning Journey’s products are safe for the age grading listed on each product.

We look forward to our next twenty years and to expanding our ever growing product and customer base while staying true to our core directive of 
providing children products which help them build the tools necessary to take them to their next level and beyond! 

How We Do It
All of The Learning Journey’s products are developed to fit into one of five educational product categories. Our catalog is conveniently organized by 
these product categories.  These product categories are as follows:

The Learning Process
Recognizing that a child’s ability to learn begins at birth, it has always been The Learning Journey’s goal to provide high quality educational materials 
for all stages of a child’s early development. When The Learning Journey was created, a research team set out to determine what kinds of learning 
experiences, skills and knowledge parents and educators felt children needed to develop in preparation for their school years and beyond. 
Worldwide research of the latest educational techniques was conducted, with results focusing on two main areas of learning:

1. How we learn               2. What we learn
 

How We Learn
Traditional forms of learning focus mainly on the left side of the brain. The left side of the brain is the logical, mathematical side of the brain. When a 
book is read, the words enter the left side of the brain. However, research has shown that by incorporating the right side of the brain—the creative 
and artistic side of the brain—a child’s ability to learn can increase by as much as 90%! 

Simply stated, one learns by doing...

Welcome to
The Learning Journey!

Proud members of:
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QR
SAMPLE

What We Learn
The Learning Journey conducted extensive research of worldwide curriculums to determine the specific skills children need to develop during the 
various stages of their early lives. Extensive investigation revealed that the hundreds of specific skills identified fell into one or more defined categories. 
These categories were further developed and today make up The Learning Journey Skill Sets list. Look for these Skill Set icons on the back of 
The Learning Journey’s products!

Educational Benefits

Are You Ready?
The Learning Journey’s interactive products let children have fun while learning and parents
know that they have the right high quality educational products for their children.

Contact us to find out which of our business opportunities are right for you and your market.
Also, please visit our website at http://www.thelearningjourney.com to learn more about our
products and about the exciting opportunities available to you. 

Now turn the page to see all the wonderful products The Learning Journey has to offer!

STEM
STEM products are brain boosting products that will give children hands-on experience with science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics. These products show children how scientific methods can be applied in everyday life and give hands on experience 
in developing computational thinking with a focus on problem solving. The goal of these products is to pique a child’s interest into 
wanting to pursue courses at school based around the concepts they are learning from these products. Look for this icon on all 
STEM related products!

What the Experts Say
The many awards received by The Learning Journey symbolize our ongoing commitment to providing superior educational products and solidifies our 
growing reputation in the market as a leader of high quality, interactive educational products for both teachers and parents. The following are just a 
few of the awards we’ve received: 

Look for these
QR codes to view 

our exciting products 
in action on your 

smartphone.
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My First Activity Cube - 160398
Babies and toddlers will love and be 
amused with My First Activity Cube. 
With five different interactive sides, this 
multi-dimensional activity cube provides 
a variety of games for your little one. 
Activities include shape sorters, rotating 
gears, rattle beads, shape sliders and 
a letter sorter. This fun cube will help 
develop tactile motor and cognitive 
skills. Ages 12+ months.

My First Shape Sorter - 193723
This big shape sorter cylinder will 
help keep your toddler engaged for 
hours! With the shape cut outs on the 
top and sides, your little one will get 
lots of practice learning about shapes 
and where they fit. The shapes also 
conveniently store inside the unit. 
Ages 12+ months.

My First

Rocket Shape Sorter - 204207
Your toddler will have a blast with the new Rocket Shape Sorter. With the ABC and 123 cut 
outs on the top and sides, your little one will get lots of practice beginning to learn about the 
alphabet and numbers and where they fit. The shapes also conveniently store inside the unit. 
Ages 12+ months.
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Pull Along Tune A Fish - 105061
Encourage the beginning stages of 
walking and musical exploration with 
the Pull Along Tune A Fish. Your little one 
will love creating their own music while 
drumming on the xylophone keys. Tune A 
Fish will also make his own music as you 
pull him along with his pull cord! Children 
will develop motor skills and learn cause 
and effect with this fun musical toy. Ages 
18+ months.

Play & Learn Stacking Cups - 201497
Learning to differentiate sizes is an 
important concept for children to learn. 
The Play & Learn Stacking Cups are a great 
tool to help teach this spatial awareness 
skill. These seven durable cups vary slightly 
in size and can be stacked into a bamboo 
tower for the panda or nested all into one 
cup. Each cup also features a shape stencil 
on the bottom that can be used to create 
color imprints. Ages 12+ months.

Pull Along Snail Drum - 104965
Your little one can beat out their own 
tunes on this fun Pull Along Snail Drum. 
This colorful snail has two antennae 
drumsticks that will help your little 
musician create his own music. As an 
added feature as you pull him along, the 
Snail Drum also makes his own music by 
beating on the inside of the drum. The 
sturdy design with pull cord and four 
wheels will help your little one develop 
large motor skills and hand-eye
coordination. This cute little snail will
surely bring a smile to your toddler’s 
face. Ages 18+ months.

Play & Learn
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Magnetic Spell & Learn - 159552
Learning to spell has never been this much fun! 
This unique learning system is portable, sturdy 
and contains 40 interlocking magnetic upper 
case letters, magnetic board, 10 object and 
word cards and a handy storage compartment. 
The Magnetic Spell and Learn Board will 
help your child focus on developing early 
vocabulary, spelling and basic phonics skills. 
Ages 3+ years.

Magnetic Count & Learn - 159637
Practice makes perfect and the Magnetic 
Count & Learn board provides the perfect 
space for your child to practice their 
mathematic and counting skills. Featuring 
40 interlocking magnetic numbers, 
mathematical symbols, magnetic board, 
10 number and equation cards and 
a handy storage compartment, this 
learning tool will help your child build 
important basic skills in readiness and 
mathematics. Ages 3+ years.

Magnetic Boards
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Magnetic Make A Shape - 159712
Children of all ages will find Magnetic Make 
a Shape fascinating as they discover the 
world of tangrams. The set includes 44 shape 
pieces, a magnetic board with a built in 
storage compartment, and 17 puzzle cards 
that will teach children about transformation, 
conceptualizing, problem solving and 
creativity. Your child will have hours of 
interactive learning fun creating new objects 
out of fun shapes. Ages 3+ years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Magnetic Boards

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Kids Bank
Play Money Set - 604663
This “stash of cash” contains more than 
$5,000 in realistic play money. Kids can 
sharpen their counting and mathematic 
skills as they play. The money 
conveniently stores in the reusable 
plastic storage tray. Ages 5+ years.
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Play & Learn Cash Register - 107416
The Play & Learn Cash Register is the perfect 
addition to any pretend store. Your kids will 
love playing with this realistic cash register that 
has an LCD screen to show your total, keypad 
that is a working calculator and a working 
cash drawer that sounds “cha-ching” when it 
opens. The unit also has a display selector that 
will allow kids to select foods and the amount 
they wish to charge for them. Complete with 
credit card, cash and coins, kids can use the 

Play & Learn Cash Register 
and pretend to shop at the 
grocery store - just like 
mom and dad!  Requires 
one button cell battery 
(included). Ages 3+ years.

Play & Learn Shopping Basket - 127063
If make-believe fun is on your shopping list, check 
out this Play and Learn Shopping Basket. The realistic 
hand-held shopping basket comes stocked with play 
food boxes and plastic food items. The handles of the 
basket fold down into the basket for easy storage and 
lift up to carry around for shopping! The Play and Learn 
Shopping Basket will provide little shoppers with 
hours of role-playing fun. Includes 21 food accessories. 
Ages 3+ years.

Play & Learn

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - 
Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 years.
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Play & Learn Outdoor Grill - 128862
Kids can enjoy the complete grilling experience with the Play 
and Learn Outdoor Grill! Our kid-sized grill comes complete 
with barbecue tools and play food and is great for role playing. 
With its lightweight plastic construction and big wheels, Play 
and Learn Outdoor Grill will provide hours of BBQ fun! Includes 
12 food and grill accessories. Ages 3+ years.

Play & Learn Shopping Cart - 129678
Shopping for groceries with Mommy will seem more real than ever 
with this kid-sized Play and Learn Shopping Cart. This colorful grocery 
cart is designed to resemble a grown up’s cart and is easy to push with 
its lightweight plastic construction and big wheels. With the variety of 
plastic and cardboard food items included in the cart, kids will have 
hours of role-playing fun. Includes 21 food accessories. Ages 3+ years.

Play & Learn

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 years.
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My First Match It!® Games
Matching is an important pre-reading skill that children need to develop in order to help them get ready for school. My First Match It! Games are the 
perfect tool to help your little ones practice this essential skill. Each set in the series contains two piece self-correcting puzzle cards that introduce familiar 
topics. The fun, brightly illustrated cards are designed for a younger child and engage them in the learning process in an entertaining way. Each My First 
Match It! game includes 15 self-correcting puzzle pairs. Ages 2+ years.

See & Say Flash Cards - 995457
Little scholars will master multiple skill sets with these handy flash cards that give skill-building practice at just the right level. These double sided flash 
card sets each feature 50 cards that help kids learn about letters, colors & shapes, first words and counting. The brightly illustrated cards offer a fun way 
for kids to practice and learn these beginning skills that will get them ready for school.  Flash Card sets come packed in a shelf ready color display of 
24 – 6 pieces of each of the 4 titles. Ages 2+ years.

My First Match It!
Things That Go - 115268
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My First Match It!
Heads & Tails - 115251

My First Match It!
On the Farm - 115282

My First Match It!®
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My First Match It!
All My Toys - 122211

My First Match It!
At the Ocean - 118627

My First Match It!®

My First Match It!
Things I Eat - 121078
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My First Match It!
Colors & Shapes - 115275

My First Match It!
At the Ocean - 118627 My First Match It!

Dinosaur Friends - 119082

My First Match It!®
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My First Grab It!
Animal Match - 112854

My First Grab It!
Match My Fish - 113752

My First Grab It!®

My First Grab It!®

Kids will love learning with this new series of action packed games! With colorful themed cards, game discs and launcher, kids will push, launch, GRAB 
and match the games discs to the answers on their cards. Simply launch the game discs from the dispenser and when a disc that matches an answer 
on your card comes out, GRAB IT!  and place it on the corresponding spot on your game board. Be the first one to fill your board and win the game! 
My First Grab It! introduces simple object recognition skills: farm animals, colors, patterns and shapes. Each game includes one disc dispenser, sixteen 
game discs, and four playing boards. For up to four players. Ages 2+ years.
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My First Grab It!
Space Match - 115107

My First Grab It!
Circus Match - 114704

My First Grab It!®
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Grab It!
Spelling Bee - 115558

Grab It!
Time to Rhyme - 117705

Grab It!®

Grab It!®

Kids will love learning with these interactive games! Paired with a set of colorful themed cards and dispenser, kids will push, launch, match and 
GRAB the pieces. Game is played by launching the discs from the dispenser while waiting to GRAB your disc when it comes out and placing disc on 
corresponding spot on your board game. Be the first one to fill your board to win the game! Grab It! is for preschoolers and introduces basic skills 
including mathematics, spelling, rhyming and counting. Each game includes one disc dispenser, 24 game discs, and four playing boards. Game play up 
to four players. Ages 3+ years.
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Grab It!
Counting Treasures - 115602

Grab It!
Mathematics Lab - 114667

Grab It!®
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Match It!
ABCs - 743874
Includes 26 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It! 
3 Letter Words - 116456
Includes 20 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 4+ years.

Match It!
4 Letter Words - 117354
Includes 20 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 4+ years.

Match It!®

Match It!® Games
The Match It! series features a wide range of award-winning educational titles. Each product in the series features self-correcting puzzle sets that 
introduce children to a specific educational topic or skill. The brightly illustrated puzzle cards engage children in the learning process in an entertaining 
way. Match It! games are a terrific learning tool for everyone!
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Match It!
Colors - 118504
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Animal Families - 117408
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle sets. 
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!®

Match It!
Counting - 868942
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 3+ years.
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Match It!
Letters - 119105
Includes 20 self-correcting puzzle sets.
Ages 4+ years.

Match It!
Head To Tail - 345726
Includes 20 self-correcting 3 piece puzzle sets.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
First Words - 025017
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!®
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Match It!
Letters - 119105
Includes 20 self-correcting puzzle sets.
Ages 4+ years.

Match It!
First Words - 025017
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Numbers - 648933
Includes 20 self-correcting 3 piece puzzle sets.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Mathematics - 288528
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs: 
10 card sets for counting, 10 for addition
and 10 for subtraction.  
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Opposites - 538166
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs. 
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!®
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Match It!
Sequencing - 419212
Includes 20 self-correcting 3 piece puzzle sets.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Rhyme - 428559
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs. 
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Spelling - 650028
Includes 10 three-piece and 10 four-piece 
self-correcting puzzle sets. Ages 4+ years.

Match It!®
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Match It!
Upper & Lower Case Letters - 866047
Includes 26 self-correcting 3 piece puzzle sets. 
Ages 4+ years.

Match It!
Words - 648100
Includes 30 self-correcting puzzle pairs.
Ages 3+ years.

Match It!®

Match It!
Who Am I? - 191149
Includes 20 self-correcting 3 piece puzzle sets. 
Ages 3+ years.
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Match It! Fun With Shapes - 230145
Learn all about shapes with this fun puzzle game. Simply 
take turns selecting the proper shape to fit your puzzle 
board and if you are the first to complete your puzzle with 
the right shapes and colors, you win! Kids will develop 
shape recognition skills as well as cooperative skills 
through game play. Game includes four puzzle boards 
and 24 colored shapes. Ages 3+ years.

Match It! 3 in 1 Giant Dominoes - 441794
3 in 1 Giant Dominoes is a new take on a classic game. This fun
game is a great tool for teaching cognitive skills like matching, sorting 
and arithmetic. Play the classic game with numbers, or for younger 
learners match up the colors or animals. Includes 32 double-sided 
dominoes. Ages 3+ years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Match It! Shape Shuffle - 234877
Children of all ages will find Match It! Shape Shuffle 
fascinating as they create puzzles and designs from 
geometric shapes. The game offers many ways of 
learning about shapes, patterns, fractions, sizes and 
colors. Children will strengthen their problem solving, 
fine motor and creativity skills as they progress 
through the varying levels of difficulty found on the 
design cards. The set includes 88 shape pieces and 17 
double sided design cards. Ages 3+ years.

Match It!®
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Match It!® Memory
The Match It! Memory series is a fun game series that will challenge problem solving and develop 
memory skills of young children as they try to find a pair of matching cards. Bright colorful illustrations 
introduce a variety of themes including the alphabet, 
mathematics and spelling, and also encourage interaction
between parent and child. Match It! Memory games are 
great family games for all. Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Mathematics Memory - 687369

Match It!
Spelling Memory - 690635

Match It!
Alphabet Memory - 192474
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Match It!® Bingo
The Match It! Bingo series is designed to assist young children with recognition skills and is perfect for beginning readers. The Match It! Bingo series 
introduces the themes of first words and farm. By matching the picture cards on the playing boards, children will enjoy valuable learning experiences. 
Each Match It! Bingo game includes four game boards, 36 picture word cards and suggestions for different ways to play the game. For two to four 
players. Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
Farm Bingo - 668436

Match It!
Picture Word Bingo - 237113

Bingo
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Match It!
Farm Bingo - 668436

Match It! Crocodile Crunch - 369951
Kids will be “biting” at the chance to play this action-packed game. Game includes 4 colorful crocodile game boards, healthy & unhealthy food cards 
and 4 food play boards. Simply place all the food cards face down and each player will take turns flipping over cards until a correct food item card that 
matches their food play board is found. Place the correct card in the crocodile’s mouth. If a bad food item is selected, place in the crocodile’s mouth 
until a toothbrush card is selected to “brush away” the unhealthy food item. Be the first one to fill your board to win the game! For up to four players. 
Ages 3+ years.

Match It! Garden Patch - 372050
Kids will be “growing” their counting and memory skills with this action-packed game. Game includes 4 colorful garden game boards, plant & weed 
game cards and rake game cards. Simply place all the game cards face down and each player will take turns flipping over to find one card that matches 
the count on their garden game boards. Place the correct card in the garden. If a weed is selected, place it in the garden until a rake card is selected to 
“rake away” the weed. Be the first one to fill your board to win the game! For up to four players. Ages 3+ years.

Match It!
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Write & Erase Flash Cards
Little scholars will master hand writing and counting skill sets with 
these handy flash cards that give skill-building practice at just the 
right level. These double sided flash card sets feature 26 cards and 
a write on wipe off marker. The cards feature real images that
offer a fun way for kids to practice and learn 
beginning skills that will get them ready 
for school. Ages 3+ years.

Write & Erase Flash Cards

Write & Erase
Letters Flash Cards - 847503

Write & Erase
Numbers Flash Cards - 844809
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BUILD
ANY

DESIGN!

STACKING
GEARS

INCLUDED!

Techno Kids Stack & Spin Gears
Techno Kids Stack & Spin Gears lets kids build their 
own toy! Simply put together the base plates in any 
configuration, then add on the gears. You will make 
an amazing kid-powered machine! Perfect for an 
open-ended exploration of simple mechanics. These 
products align with and support STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Math standards). 
Recommended for ages 2+ years.

Techno Kids Stack & Spin
Gears Set - 610985
Includes 9 gears, 9 base plates and 1 handle.

Techno Kids Stack & Spin
Gears Super Set  - 610992
Includes 18 gears, 12 base plates and 1 handle.

Write & Erase
Letters Flash Cards - 847503
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small 
parts. Not for children under 3 years.
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small 
parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Techno Kids® Construction Sets
Techno Kids Fun Trax provide the perfect platform to help 
your little engineers and architects start imagining and 
building. The chunky pieces are easy to put together and 
perfect for little hands. Different elements are included 
in each set to spark the imagination and curiosity of your 
preschooler to create fun and exciting marble runs. With 
these interchangeable sets, the only limit to their play 
is their own imagination. These products align with and 
support STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Math standards). Ages 3+ years.

Techno Kids Fun Trax - 454879
32 pieces. Includes 7 towers, 11 interlocking 
tracks, 3 spinning gears, 3 gear connectors, 4 base 
plates, 4 balls and simple building instructions. 

Techno Kids Race Trax - 508251
35 pieces. Includes 6 towers, 
13 interlocking tracks, 4 spinning gears, 
4 gear connectors, 4 base plates, 4 balls 
and simple building instructions. 

Techno Kids
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Techno Gears® Construction Sets
Kids love to build, and the Techno Gears Construction 
Sets are the perfect way to encourage your little 
engineer and architect!  With each set featuring 
more than 80 colorful construction pieces, only the 
imagination of a child can limit the possibilities! 
This product aligns with the Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math (STEM) standards. Requires two 
“AA” batteries (not included). Ages 6+ years.

Techno Gears
Rockin’ Race Car - 434338

Techno Gears
Dizzy Droid - 433126

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Techno Gears®
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Techno Gears®

Techno Gears
Aero Trax Plane - 431566

Techno Gears Wacky Robot - 432662 

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
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Techno Gears Bionic Bug - 244555

Techno Gears
Quirky Copter - 259801

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Techno Gears®

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
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Zany Trax 2.0 - 345672 
The Zany Trax 2.0 set includes over 100 pieces to build and create your 
own marble and gear run. Once completed, the corkscrew marble lifter 
can be cranked to elevate the marble to the top of the build where the 
zany tracks and the fun begin. Ages 6+ years.

Whirler - 266946 
The Whirler is a 100+ piece construction set that kids can use to build 
and create their own marble runs. Once completed they simply drop 
the marbles into the top of the track and let the fun begin! The color 
instruction manual provides step by step instructions for building 
Whirler, but you can make your own designs too! Ages 6+ years.

Techno Gears® Marble Mania®
Techno Gears Marble Mania are multi-piece construction sets that will allow young engineers to create their own masterpieces that work and move. 
With all Techno Gears being interchangeable, the possibilities are endless! What your child builds is only up to their imagination! These products align 
with the Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) standards.

Techno Gears®

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - 
Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Zoomerang - 455227 
Rounding out the Techno Gears Marble Mania Mini Series, the 
Zoomerang set includes over 100 pieces to build and create 
your own marble and gear run. Once completed, the corkscrew 
marble lifter can be cranked to elevate the marble to the top of 
the build where the track and fun begin. Ages 6+ years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Catapult - 266823 
Another member of the Techno Gears Marble Mania Mini Series, 
the Catapult set includes over 100 pieces to build and create 
your own marble and gear run. Once completed, the spring 
loaded shooter launches the marble to the top of the build 
where the track and fun begin. Ages 6+ years.

Techno Gears®
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Techno Gears® Remote Control
The Techno Gears RC sets are the perfect way to encourage youngsters to build. With its 80+ colorful construction pieces, power motor, flashing lights 
and sounds, and now: remote control forward and reverse motion! Kits include everything your vehicle enthusiast needs to build their own moving 
and working Monster Truck and Drag Racer. The mechanics of these Techno Gear sets include gears and will introduce and experience the science of 
gear ratio. These products align with and support STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math standards). Requires five “AA” batteries 
(not included). Ages 6+ years.

Techno Gears® RC

Techno Gears
RC Monster Truck - 610978

Techno Gears
RC Dragster - 610961

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Sidewinder 3.0 - 454275
This roller coaster themed construction set includes over 
200 pieces to build and create your own introductory 
marble and gear run. Sidewinder 3.0 includes a hand 
crank to move the marbles through the spiral lifter to the 
top of the twisting and turning tracks. Once built, kids can 
watch their marbles drop, spin and roll through their own 
fun and exciting creation. Ages 6+ years.

Extreme 4.0 - 455630
Techno Gears Marble Mania Extreme 4.0 is jam-packed with 
fun and excitement in every piece! With over 200 pieces, this 
set creates marble runs like never-before with 3-D connectors, 
channels, a motorized power lifter and much more! The 
possibilities are endless with so many ways to build and “Power 
Up” hundreds of marble run designs! Requires two “AA” batteries 
(not included). Ages 6+ years

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Techno Gears®

Techno Gears
RC Dragster - 610961
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Over
2 Feet
Tall!

Alpha 2.0 - 745526
The Alpha 2.0 set of Techno Gears Marble Mania will allow your “builders”
to construct a cool marble run. With over 300 pieces including a power lifter, dual 
marble tracks, electronic light and sound module and spiral tracks, Techno Gears 
Marble Mania Alpha will keep your young architect busy creating exciting working 
and moving creations. Requires two “AA” batteries (not included) and three button cell 
batteries (included). Ages 8+ years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Techno Gears®
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Vortex 3.0 – 201572
This Action-Packed, Marble Maze is a delight for builders of all 
ages! With the Techno Gears Marble Mania Vortex 3.0, kids will 
put on a show launching each marble through the cool tracks. 
With over 300 pieces, fun space sounds, 3-D Connectors and 
speeding channels, the entire family will have fun enjoying 
this new twist on traditional marble runs! Requires three “AA” 
batteries (not included). Ages 8+ years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Over
2 Feet
Tall!

Techno Gears®
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My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box ABC - 631492

My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box 123 - 630143

My First Puzzle Sets 
My First Puzzle Set 4-In-A-Box® puzzles are great “starter” puzzles and will help little hands develop their fine motor skills. My First 
Puzzle Sets contain four puzzles depicting fun characters and concepts that your young ones will easily recognize. The puzzles progress from 
2 pieces to 4 pieces to 6 pieces to 8 pieces, giving your child the opportunity to grow with the set as they grow and develop. The 8 piece puzzle brings 
the characters and concepts from the other three puzzles together in one animated scene with lots to discuss and talk about. My First Puzzle Sets are a 
great way to help your toddler begin building their tactile and problem solving skills. Each puzzle measures approximately 12.5” x 8.5”. Ages 2+ years.

My First Puzzles
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My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box Shapes - 632413

My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box Colors - 633120

My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box 123 - 630143

My First Puzzles
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My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box Jungle - 626092

My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box Farm - 627419

My First Puzzles
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My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box Dino - 629277

My First Puzzle Set
4-In-A-Box Ocean - 628331

My First Puzzles
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My First Big Puzzle!
Jungle Friends - 106501

My First Big Puzzle!
Ocean Friends - 108758

My First Big Floor Puzzles
There is something special about watching little ones grow excited as they put together puzzle pieces one by one. With their large, 
sturdy pieces, these beautifully illustrated My First Big Puzzles will help them enjoy hours of entertainment creating lively scenes. Each puzzle includes 
12 pieces and measures 24” x 18”. Ages 2+ years.

My First Puzzles
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My First Big Puzzle!
Woodland Friends - 108109

My First Big Puzzle!
Farm Friends - 107805

My First Puzzles
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My First Sing Along Puzzle!
Itsy Bitsy Spider - 634011

My First Sing Along Puzzle!
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star - 636039

Sing Along

My First Sing Along Puzzle
The My First Sing Along Puzzle series features your children’s favorite nursery rhymes: Itsy Bitsy Spider, Wheels On The Bus, Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, 
and Old MacDonald’s Farm. These beautifully illustrated puzzles feature the lyrics to your child’s favorite nursery rhyme songs. A simple touch of a 
button on the sound module and your little ones can sing along! Putting jigsaw puzzles together helps children develop hand-eye coordination, fine 
motor and problem solving skills; all while they sing along! Each 12-piece puzzle measures 24” x 18”. 
Requires two “AAA” batteries (included). Ages 2+ years.
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My First Sing Along Puzzle!
Wheels on the Bus - 637043

My First Sing Along Puzzle!
Old MacDonald’s Farm - 635025 

Sing Along
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Lift & Learn
Chunky 123 - 225806

Lift & Learn
Chunky Farm - 818572

Lift & Learn
Chunky ABC - 225950

My First Lift & Learn Chunky Puzzles
These “first” tray puzzles feature the fun of numbers, the alphabet, farm and dinosaurs! Each puzzle comes with chunky pieces to engage your little 
ones in an interactive learning experience. Each puzzle has a picture underneath to help guide the completion of each puzzle. This series of puzzles is a 
great way to help your toddler begin developing their fine-motor and problem solving skills. Each puzzle measure 15” x 11’’. Ages 2+ years.

My First Lift & Learn

Lift & Learn
Chunky Dino - 818237
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Lift & Learn
Clock - 286753

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

Lift & Learn
USA - 501726

Lift & Learn
ABC - 285138

Lift & Learn
Colors and Shapes - 501825

Lift & Learn
123 - 285268

Lift & Learn

Lift & Learn Puzzles 
These fun and colorful tray puzzles feature the alphabet, numbers, colors and shapes, time and a map of the USA. Children will be encouraged to 
develop different skill sets that will help get them ready for school. Pictures are also printed under the pieces to guide younger children. Each puzzle 
measures 15” x 11”. Ages 3+ years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 years.
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5 Feet
Tall!

5 Feet
Long!

Puzzle & Game Display 
Bin - 972519
This handy cardboard 
display bin will 
conveniently hold 24 
pieces of puzzle titles or 32 
game titles. Display comes 
flat packed with easy to 
assemble instructions. A 
convenient and easy way 
to display your puzzles and 
games from The Learning 
Journey.

Long & Tall!

Long & Tall Puzzle - 123 Rocketship - 434284
Count down to learning with our new Long & Tall Puzzle series. The 
123 Rocketship puzzle features numbers and as you build the rocket 
you will find objects to count that correspond to the numbers they 
are near. This Jumbo puzzle has 51 pieces and measures 5 feet tall! 
Ages 3+ years.

Long & Tall Puzzle - ABC Caterpillar - 434536
Kids will “inch” their way through learning the alphabet with this fun ABC 
Caterpillar puzzle. Measuring 5 feet long this colorful caterpillar features 
letters and objects with the same beginning sound. With  51 pieces this 
jumbo puzzle will keep your little ones engaged for hours. Ages 3+ years.
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Puzzle Doubles!
Giant ABC & 123 Trains - 854631

Puzzle Doubles!
Giant Colors & Shapes Trains - 109564

Giant

Puzzle Doubles!® Giant Trains 
Each Puzzle Doubles! Giant Train box includes two five-foot long, 30-piece colorful cargo train puzzles teaching colors, shapes, the alphabet, counting, 
and number recognition. Ages 3+ years.
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Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Alphabet - 436318

Jumbo Floor Puzzles 
The Jumbo Floor Puzzle series are large floor puzzles that introduce children to basic concepts in a fun way. Each Jumbo Floor Puzzle features very 
bright and colorful illustrations that encourage parent-child interaction about the pictured objects. Each puzzle has 50 pieces and measures 3’ X 2’! 
Ages 3+ years.

Jumbo

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Numbers - 437421
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Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Alphabet - 436318

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Colors & Shapes - 438152

Jumbo

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Animals - 881347
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Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Emergency Rescue - 321959

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
In My Room - 436233

Jumbo
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Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Construction - 425879

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Emergency Rescue - 321959

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Out in Space - 438251

Jumbo
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Jumbo Floor Puzzle
USA Map - 439203

Jumbo

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Fairy Tale Castle - 444139
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Jumbo Floor Puzzle
USA Map - 439203

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Dinosaurs - 435229

Jumbo Floor Puzzle
Animals of the World - 017364

Jumbo
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Puzzle Doubles!
Find It! 123 - 695180

Puzzle Doubles! 
Find It! Friends - 694091

Find It!

Puzzle Doubles!® Find It! 
Enjoy two fun-filled playtime activities in one! Each Find It! product combines a puzzle and game into one highly educational, interactive learning 
experience. The Find It! series teaches children about the USA, friends, dinosaurs, ABCs and 123s. First assemble the puzzle, then play the game by 
finding the images on the puzzle border within the puzzle image. Each 50-piece puzzle measures a giant 3’ x 2’! Ages 3+ years.
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Puzzle Doubles! 
Find It! ABC - 696279

Puzzle Doubles! 
Find It! USA - 697368

Puzzle Doubles! 
Find It! Dino - 719855

Find It!
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Puzzle Doubles! 
Glow in the Dark! Dinos - 787533

Puzzle Doubles! 
Glow in the Dark! Sea Life - 115220

Glow in the Dark!

Puzzle Doubles!® Glow in the Dark! 
Learning about nature, space and other environments has never been so much fun! After putting together the 100 piece puzzle, turn off the lights and 
see a surprise as it glows in the dark! Puzzle Doubles! Glow in the Dark! puzzles are a fun way to expand your knowledge of different environments. 
Each puzzle measures a giant 3’ x 2’! Ages 3+ years.
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Puzzle Doubles! 
Glow in the Dark! Wildlife - 115237

Puzzle Doubles! 
Glow in the Dark! Space - 782545

Puzzle Doubles! 
Glow in the Dark! Pirate Ship - 
113851

Glow in the Dark!
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Funtime Activity Bug - 198162
Funtime Activity Bug is lots of fun for early learners! This 
interactive ladybug stimulates youngsters’ tactile and motor 
skills. Features include large buttons, fun sound effects, flashing 
lights and rotating shapes. Toddlers can pull Funtime Activity 
Bug along with them for hours of mobile entertainment. 
Requires two “AA” batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.

Funtime Activity Turtle - 199466
Funtime Activity Turtle will provide early learners with lots 
of educational fun. This interactive turtle features flashing 
lights, rotating gears, large buttons, and fun sound effects 
that will help young children develop hand-eye coordination 
and reaction skills. Toddlers can pull Funtime Activity Turtle 
along with them for hours of portable fun. Requires two “AA” 
batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.

Early Learning

On The Go Activity Set - 519264
With their own set of keys, remote control and smart phone, your 
toddler will be ready to go! The On The Go Activity series has  buttons 
that react with sounds, lights and other sensory activities that will keep 
your child engaged for hours. Each product requires three  button cell 
batteries (included). Ages 3+ months. 
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Little Rock Star Guitar - 157749
Your little ones will be “jazzed up” by this Little Rock Star 
Guitar. With multiple play modes and activities, musical 
talents will be inspired. Little Rock Star Guitar features three 
groups of music, three play  modes, five light up musical 
buttons, whammy bar, drum button and more! The fun music 
and sound effects will have your little one rockin’ for hours. 
Requires three “AA” batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.

Little Piano Tunes - 115213
Your little composer will have lots of fun making music with The 
Little Piano Tunes keyboard. With two play modes and eight fun 
songs, your little one’s musical talents will explore new musical 
avenues. Little Piano Tunes plays familiar melodies and fun sound 
effects that will engage your child for hours. Requires three “AA” 
batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.

Little Baby Bongo Drums - 196700
Your little one can create their own “beat” with this 
interactive set of Bongo Drums! This set of drums 
is soft to touch, packed with great sound effects, 
rhythm sections and built-in demo songs for your 
toddler to add their own style! Requires three “AA” 
batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.
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Hey Diddle Diddle - 657867
Children will sing and learn with the classic 
nursery rhyme Hey Diddle Diddle. The large 
handle makes it easy for little hands to hold this 
portable unit, which features fun sound effects, 
a blinking light, four interactive buttons and the 
familiar “Hey Diddle Diddle” melody. Requires 
two “AA” batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.

Old MacDonald’s Farm - 203996
Young children will enjoy learning as 
they play with Old MacDonald’s Farm! 
Little hands can easily hold the big 
handle on this portable unit, which 
features four interactive buttons, 
a blinking light, and the familiar 
“Old MacDonald Had a Farm” tune. 
Requires two “AA” batteries (included). 
Ages 12+ months.

Wheels On the Bus - 202494
Young children will be “on board” with learning as they play 
with Wheels On the Bus! A large handle makes it easy for 
little hands to hold this portable unit, which features fun 
sound effects, a blinking light, four interactive buttons and 
the familiar “Wheels On the Bus” melody. Requires two “AA” 
batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.

Early Learning
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Hickory Dickory Clock - 348451
Little ones will have a fun time learning their colors, 
numbers, shapes and nursery songs with this entertaining 
mouse and clock! Hickory Dickory Clock has three play modes 
– Discovery, Find It! and Melodies. In Discovery Mode, simply 
press any button on the clock face and the mouse will tell you 
what color, shape or number the button is. Find It! Mode asks 
questions to find the colors, shapes and numbers. In Melody 
Mode, press any button and it will play a favorite nursery song. 
As an added extra, spin the mouse around the clock and hear 
fun, quirky sound effects. Hickory Dickory Clock will entertain for 
hours! Requires two AA batteries (included). Ages 18+ months.

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star - 330753
Little ones will become “shining stars” as they learn and play 
with Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star! A large handle makes it 
easy for little hands to hold this portable unit, which features 
fun sound effects, a blinking star light, four interactive 
buttons and the familiar “Twinkle, Twinkle” melody. Requires 
two “AA” batteries (included). Ages 12+ months.

Early Learning
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Early Learning Vehicles
Help spark your little one’s creative spirit with these early learning vehicles! These vehicles help kids learn numbers, ABC, colors, and shapes in a fun 
way through sing-along melodies and flashing buttons! Each vehicle comes with a variety of activities, four melodies and an auto-off feature. Requires 
two “AA” batteries (included). Ages 18+ months. 

123 Truck - 324158

ABC Auto - 325209

Shapes Sub - 335253

Color Copter - 331156

Early Learning
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123 Truck - 324158

Color Copter - 331156

On The Go Fire Truck - 132616

On The Go Dump Truck - 133248

On The Go Recycle Truck - 134269
On The Go Cement Truck - 134115

On The Go Trucks
Kids will have “loads” of fun playing with these interactive, free-wheel trucks. As these On The Go Trucks roll along, fun sounds are played. These
entertaining trucks also feature working parts and interactive buttons that teach ABC, 123, colors, shapes and play fun sounds. Requires two “AA” 
batteries (included). Ages 18+ months. 

On The Go
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Number Express Train - 242803
Featuring number shapes.

Infrared Remote Control Shape Sorter Vehicles
This fun collection of remote control vehicles will provide hours of interactive learning fun for your young ones. Each vehicle has three play modes. 
Learn the Shapes and Find It! are played by simply inserting the plastic shapes into their proper slots. Mode three allows your child to pilot the 
vehicle forward and backward with the infrared remote control. Fun melodies play as the vehicle moves along. The shape pieces store neatly inside 
the handy storage compartment built into each vehicle. The vehicles also have an automatic shut-off feature that preserves the battery life of the 
required three “AA” batteries (included) for the main unit and the two “AA” batteries (not included) for the remote. Ages 18+ months.

Jumbo The Jet – 890240
Featuring geometric shapes.

Remote Control
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Forward,
Reverse 

and Dancing 
Movements!

Infrared Remote Control Dancing Dinos 
Dance the day away with the Infrared Remote Control Dancing Dinos. These fun 
prehistoric friends will wiggle their tails and bust a move to quickly become 
everyone’s favorite pet. Teaching ABCs and Colors & Shapes these two dinos have 
two play modes: Action and Let’s Learn. In Action mode you can move the Dancing 
Dinos forward and backward and you can make them dance! In Let’s Learn mode,
the Dancing Dinos will ask you questions about the ABCs and Colors & Shapes. 
Fun music, funny responses and sound effects will invite your kids to sing, dance 
and play along for hours and hours of learning fun. Requires four “AA” batteries 
(included) for the main unit and two “AA” batteries (not included) for the remote 
control. Ages 2+ years.

Colors & Shapes Dancing Dino - 241790

ABC Dancing Dino -240786

“I’m a prehistoric
dancing machine!”

“Time to get learning!
What color means go?”

Remote Control Dino
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Count & Learn Cookie Jar - 524800
Learn about numbers 1-10.

Color Fun Fish Bowl - 207659
Learn about colors.

Numbers & Colors Pig E Bank - 208441
Learn about numbers 1-10 and colors.

Learn With Me

Learn With Me
Kids will have tons of fun playing with the Learn With Me series. Simply place the objects 
in their container and learn about numbers, shapes, colors, flavors and counting! Each 
Learn With Me product includes the container and 10 objects, and has two play modes – 
Discovery and Find It! All objects store neatly inside the units. Each unit requires two “AA” 
batteries (included). Ages 2+ years.
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Counting Chicken - 327913
Learn to count 1-10 and colors.

Shapes Elephant - 345207
Learn about shapes and colors.

Color Cow - 344859
Learn about colors and flavors.

Learn With Me
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Shop and Learn Cash Register - 678480
Kids love to role play and the Shop and Learn Cash Register gives them the 
opportunity to play grown up shoppers! Three play modes encourage kids to shop, 
count, identify food and determine values. Kids will have a great time scanning 
food, entering coins, sliding the credit card and opening the cash drawer. The 
Shop and Learn Cash Register will quickly become a favorite! Requires two “AA” 
batteries (included). Ages 2+ years.

Telly the Teaching Time Clock
Primary - 075418

Teaching Time Clocks
Let Telly the Teaching Time Clock help your child learn to tell both analog and digital time using two quiz modes. In 
the learning mode, Telly teaches time in five minute increments by moving the hands and updating the LCD screen. In 
the quiz mode, Telly asks your child to move the hands on its face to match the time displayed on its screen. Telly also 
features a real working clock and night-light. Learning to tell time has never been so much fun! Requires three “AA”  
batteries (included). Ages 3+ years.

Electronic Learning

Telly the Teaching Time Clock
Pink - 111581
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NumberBot - 115244
The NumberBot is on a mission to help your little one explore the world of 
numbers and mathematics. This robot friend features a colorful touch pad 
sensor panel, interactive LED face and three game modes. Learn the Numbers, 
Find It and Mathematics Quiz are the games that will have your child turning 
into a real problem solver. With NumberBot your child will have a great start to 
their education. Requires three “AA” batteries (included). Ages 3+ years.

AlphaBot - 115183
The AlphaBot is on a quest to help your child discover the magic of 
phonics, the alphabet, spelling and more. This learning pal features a 
colorful touch pad sensor panel, interactive LED face and three game 
modes. With tons of questions, AlphaBot will make learning fun and 
easy. Your little one will love playing and discovering with this robot 
buddy. Requires three “AA” batteries (included). Ages 3+ years.

Touch & Learn
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Song Book
Included!

ABC Melody Maker

ABC Melody Maker
ABC Melody Maker is an exciting electronic learning companion featuring five fun games and a ten note musical keyboard sure to entertain and educate 
youngsters. This colorful interactive unit features an activity selector that puts kids in charge of choosing their fun. Children won’t even realize they’re learning! 
Song book included. Requires three “AA” batteries (included). Ages 3+ years.

ABC Melody Maker
Pink - 302507

ABC Melody Maker
Orange -  299142
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Color Grid
Mat & Coding

Card Deck
Included!

Code & Learn!
Introduce children to basic programming and coding with these fun, light up, infrared remote control playmates. In mode 
one, use the coding card deck and color grid map to challenge your child to find the right path to a destination by entering 
directional instructions into the remote control. Hit go and they will know they got to the right place when the cockpit of the 
ship or antennae of the ladybug light up the color of the mat square they land on. If it matches the card they are correct! Mode 
two allows your child to “drive” the remote control playmate around for free wheeling fun. A great tool for learning sequencing, 
directions, problem solving and logic. These products align with the Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) standards. Requires three AA
batteries (included) and two AAA batteries (not included). Ages 5+ years. 

Code & Learn!

Code & Learn!
Space Ship - 201855

Code & Learn!
Ladybug - 201152
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